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Performance Study of Multilayer Perceptrons
in a Low-Cost Electronic Nose

Lei Zhang and Fengchun Tian

Abstract— Nonselective gas sensor array has different
sensitivities to different chemicals in which each gas sensor will
also produce different voltage signals when exposed to an analyte
with different concentrations. Therefore, the characteristics of
cross sensitivities and broad spectrum of nonselective chemical
sensors promote the fast development of portable and low-cost
electronic nose (E-nose). Simultaneous concentration estimation
of multiple kinds of chemicals is always a challengeable task
in E-nose. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network, as
one of the most popular pattern recognition algorithms in
E-nose, has been studied further in this paper. Two structures of
single multiple inputs multiple outputs (SMIMO) and multiple
multiple inputs single output (MMISO)-based MLP with
parameters optimization in neural network learning processing
using eight computational intelligence optimization algorithms
are presented in this paper for detection of six kinds of indoor
air contaminants. Experiments prove that the performance in
accuracy and convergence of MMISO structure-based MLP are
much better than SMIMO structure in concentration estimation
for more general use of E-nose.

Index Terms— Computational intelligence optimization, con-
centration estimation, electronic nose, indoor air contaminants,
multilayer perceptron (MLP).

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRONIC nose (E-nose) is an instrument embedded
with a chemical sensor array [i.e., metal oxide semi-

conductor (MOS) gas sensors] of partial specificity and an
appropriate pattern recognition algorithm used for detection of
chemicals [1], [2]. In the past 20 years, a number of studies
on E-nose have been presented for rapid detection and classifi-
cation of chemicals in many fields, i.e., food industry [3]–[6],
environmental monitor [7]–[9], medical diagnosis [10], [11],
public security [12] and so on. Indoor air contaminants harm
people’s health quietly and a portable E-nose for monitoring
the indoor air quality in real time is very necessary currently.
Therefore, this paper aims for simultaneously quantification
purposes of multiple kinds of indoor air contaminants by a
portable E-nose.
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Air contaminants reported in indoor air quality stan-
dard consist of four classes: physical, chemical, biological,
and radioactive. Chemical contaminants including sulfur diox-
ide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
ammonia, ozone, formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, inhalable
particle, and volatile organic compounds were recognized as
harmful substance to public health indoor [13]. This paper
aims to detect six kinds of chemicals: formaldehyde, benzene,
toluene, and ammonia exhausted from new furniture, oil paint,
building materials of residuals, and carbon monoxide and
nitrogen dioxide produced by the smoking of cigarettes, wood
burning stoves, and car exhaust, which have been studied
widely for their potential harms to people’s health [13]–[15].

Artificial neural networks (ANNs), especially multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs) based on back-propagation (BP) learning
algorithm are one of the most popular pattern recognition
(qualitative) and concentration estimation (quantitative)
models in E-noses for environmental monitor applications, as
remarked in [16]. The quantification models based on MLPs
have been specially proposed for concentration estimation of
pollutant gases [17]–[22]. In our previous research, we have
also proposed the standardization model for sensor array’s
signal difference caused by new sensor replacement [23] and
sensor drift prediction model [24] based on ANN.

There are two main facets of MLP to be discussed in
E-nose for concentration estimation of multiple kinds of gases.
The first thing is the parameters learning of MLP. MLP used
in E-nose is generally trained by BP learning algorithm which
has advantages of fast convergence and mean square error
minimum. The second thing is the structure of MLP. Three
layered MLP (input layer, one hidden layer, and output layer)
is a satisfactory structure to solve a common regression
problem in general. Therefore, the performance study of MLP
in this paper is developed fully on the basis of these two
facets. Particularly, two structures of single multiple inputs
multiple outputs (SMIMO) and multiple multiple inputs single
output (MMISO)-based MLP are studied for quantification of
multiple kinds of indoor air contaminants.

Considering the disadvantage of easily trapped into
local optimum of BP algorithm learned with initially ran-
dom weights, we introduce eight computational intelli-
gence optimization algorithms including standard genetic
algorithm (SGA) [25], standard particle swarm optimization
(SPSO) [26], IWA-PSO [27], ARPSO [28], DRPSO [29],
PSOBC [30], and PSOAGS [18] for parameters optimiza-
tion of MLP. In addition, we also introduce three linear
regression methods including multivariate linear regression
(MLR), partial least square (PLS) [31], [32], and prin-
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Fig. 1. Typical E-nose experimental platform.

cipal component regression (PCR) [33], [34] which have
been reported in E-nose system for concentration estimations
and comparisons. The SMIMO-based MLP with parameters
optimization has been studied in E-nose in our previous
research [18]. This paper further employs the performance of
MMISO-based MLP with parameters optimization in solution
of a more complex problem and presents the comparison with
SMIMO structure for more general use of a portable E-nose.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Low-Cost E-Nose System Based on Sensor Array

The E-nose system has been introduced in our previous pub-
lications [9]. Consider the characteristics of cross sensitivity,
broad spectrum response, and low cost of MOS gas sensors,
our sensor array in E-nose system consists of only four MOS
gas sensors manufactured in Figaro Inc. including TGS2602,
TGS2620, TGS2201A, and TGS2201B. The heating voltage
of TGS2620 and TGS2602 is 4 V, and the heating voltage of
TGS2201A/B is 7 V. The supplied power voltage of system
is dc12 V. In addition, considering that MOS gas sensors
are sensitive to environmental temperature and humidity, a
module (STD2230-I2C of Sensirion in Switzerland) with two
auxiliary sensors for temperature (T ) and relative humidity
(RH) measurement is also used in sensor array. A 12-b analog–
digital converter is used as the interface between the field
programmable gate array (FPGA) processor and the sensor
array. FPGA is used for data collection, storage and processing
in E-nose. The E-nose system is then connected to a personal
computer (PC) via a joint test action group (JTAG) port which
can be used for transferring data and debugging programs.
The E-nose system and the experimental platform developed
in our laboratory are shown in Fig. 1. The main components
in the E-nose including the FPGA core CPU, SDRAM, JTAG,
sensor array, power module, and LCD have been highlighted
in Fig. 1. In addition, the typical response of an array of four

gas sensors to the first four phases in the sampling process
[1) baseline; 2) transient response; 3) steady-state response;
and 4) recover process] are also shown in Fig. 1.

B. Experimental Setup

From the experimental platform shown in Fig. 1, the
gaseous experiments of E-nose in this paper were employed
in the constant temperature and humidity chamber (with type
of LRH-150S), which can automatically adjust the temperature
and humidity by setting up the target temperature and humidity
in advance. The target gases were collected in a gas bag. The
gas was injected to the chamber through a flowmeter. A fan
is fixed in the chamber for purging, and the gas can diffuse
evenly. In total, 10 min are consumed in each experiment and
one sample is obtained. The specific experimental procedures
including four stages can be generally illustrated as follows.

1) Gas preparing and collection: Collect each target gas
in a bag, and dilute each target gas using pure nitrogen
(N2).

2) Data collection (major part): In this stage, there are
several steps, shown as follows.

a) Step 1: Set the initial temperature and humidity of
the chamber. For simulation of the indoor environ-
ment, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 °C are considered as
target temperature, and 40%, 60%, and 80% are
considered as target humidity. The specific combi-
nations of temperature and humidity considered in
the experiments are {(15, 60), (15, 80), (20, 40),
(20, 60), (20, 80), (25, 40), (25, 40), (25, 60), (25,
80), (30, 40), (30, 60), (30, 80), (35, 60)}.

b) Step 2: Turn on the E-nose system until the temper-
ature and humidity in the chamber reach the initial
setting by authors, and then collect sensor array’s
responses of baseline for 2 min. Note that baseline
denotes the initial state of sensor when exposed to
clean air.

c) Step 3: Inject target gas by using a flowmeter
with time controlled. Accordingly, turn on the gas
sampler and it will keep 10 min sampling for true
concentration analysis in this experiment. Then, the
sensors will have quick response to target gas and
until the sensors reach steady-state response after
about 8 min. Therefore, one experiment of sample
collection would sustain 10 min. The typical sensor
response curves when exposed to each chemical
of some concentration are shown in Fig. 2. The
concentrations corresponding to the data shown in
Fig. 2(a)–(f) are 0.18, 0.28, 0.14, 6.0, 0.5, and
1.62 ppm, respectively. Note that the paper focuses
on the study of concentration estimation model,
while the filtering and feature selection are not
studied in deep. Therefore, the sensor response has
been normalized within [0, 1] by dividing the max-
imum value (i.e., x = x /xmax) for easier analysis of
neural network. The steady-state response in Fig. 2
is extracted to represent the chemical feature for
pattern analysis in a more effective way in actual
application.
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Fig. 2. Typical and normalized sensor response curves for six kinds of
pollutant chemicals. (a) Formaldehyde. (b) Benzene. (c) Toluene. (d) Carbon
monoxide. (e) Ammonia. (f) Nitrogen dioxide.

3) Air exhaust and chamber cleaning: After one experiment
of sample collection, air exhaust by an air pump is
necessary for chamber cleaning to recover the sensor
to the initial state as soon as possible.

4) Data transferring to PC: Sensor response data in this
experiment is obtained at this time through a JTAG con-
nected between the E-nose and PC. Then the collected
data can be transferred to the PC in a convenient way for
data analysis and neural network learning in computer.

Finally, the learned results (i.e., hyper-parameters of neural
networks) in computer would be transferred to the E-nose
system for online detection of the target contaminants.

C. E-Nose Data

Six kinds of indoor contaminants including formaldehyde
(CH2O), benzene (C6H6), toluene (C7H8), carbon monoxide
(CO), ammonia (NH3), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) have been
studied in this paper. The E-nose experiments of each analyte
are employed in terms of the illustrated experimental proce-
dures. The specific information (i.e., target temperature, target
humidity, and concentration) of each experimental sample for

each chemical has been presented in Table I. For instance,
(15, 60) denotes the target temperature 15 °C and RH 60%.
In addition, the data statistics including the number of total
samples, training samples, and testing samples, the lowest
concentration (ppm) and the highest concentration (ppm) of
each gas have been presented in Table II. Note that the
approximated 2/3 training samples are randomly selected from
the total samples of each gas for MLP learning.

III. MLP-BASED QUANTIFICATION MODELS FOR

MULTIPLE KINDS OF CHEMICALS

MLP neural network is used for learning on a large data set
between sensor array data matrix P and the target concentra-
tion Target using BP algorithm. The learned hyper-parameters
are memorized in weights W and bias B. Then, the learned
parameters of MLP are used for concentration estimation of
unknown gas samples with a portable E-nose. Two structures
(i.e., SMIMO and MMISO) for concentration estimation of
six kinds of indoor contaminants are studied in this section.

A. SMIMO Model

SMIMO-based MLP model for concentration estimation of
three kinds of chemicals has been studied in the previous
research [18]. SMIMO is a straight forward method for
prediction of multiple kinds of gases. Assume that the size
of sensor array is m (number of sensors) and the number
of chemicals in detection is q , then the number of input
neurons and output neurons in SMIMO are also m and q ,
respectively. Namely, each output node represents a kind of
gas. The structure of SMIMO-based MLP with one hidden
layer is shown in Fig. 3(a).

The input training matrix P and target concentration matrix
Target of SMIMO for the training samples of all chem-
icals have been shown in (1), as shown at the bottom
of the page, where each column in P represents one fea-
ture vector corresponding to one observation sample, Si, j

(I = 1, . . ., m, j = 1, . . ., n1 + n2+. . . +nq) is
the extracted feature at the steady-state sensor response of
each sample, and t1,k (k = 1,. . .,n1), t2,k (k = n1+1,
. . ., n1 + n2), . . ., tq,k (k = n1+, . . ., +nq−1+1, . . .,
n1+. . .+nq) are the target concentrations of gas_1, gas_2,. . .,
gas_q , respectively. Due to that the gas_1, gas_ 2,. . ., gas_q
are single gas in experiments, the target concentration vector

P =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

gas_1︷ ︸︸ ︷
S1,1S1,2 · · · S1,n1

gas_2︷ ︸︸ ︷
S1,n1+1 S1,n1+2 · · · S1,n1+n2 · · ·

gas_q︷ ︸︸ ︷
S1,n1+...+nq−1+1 · · · S1,n1+...+nq

S2,1S2,2 · · · S2,n1 S2,n1+1S2,n1+2 · · · S2,n1+n2 · · · S2,n1+...+nq−1+1 · · · S2,n1+...+nq

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Sm,1Sm,2 · · · Sm,n1 Sm,n1+1Sm,n1+2 · · · Sm,n1+n2 · · · Sm,n1+...+nq−1+1 · · · Sm,n1+...+nq

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Target =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

gas 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
t1,1t1,2 · · · t1,n1

gas_2︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0 · · · 0 · · ·

gas_q︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 · · · 0

0 0 · · · 0 t2,n1+1t2,n1+2 · · · t2,n1+n2 · · · 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · tq,n1+...+nq−1+1 · · · tq,n1+...+nq

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)
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TABLE I

ELECTRONIC DATA OF INDOOR CONTAMINANTS EXPERIMENTS IN 12 CONDITIONS (T, RH)

of gas_i in gas_ j (I = 1, . . ., q; j = 1, . . ., q; i �= j) should
be �0 in the target concentration matrix Target.

Through the structure of SMIMO model, the neural network
parameters learning are not flexible and difficult to be adjusted
neatly with different kinds of gases due to that the prediction
has been integrated in one single neural network.

B. MMISO Model

For further study, MMISO-based MLP model is an improve-
ment of SMIMO model. In MMISO model, there are q
single MLP neural networks for concentration estimation of
q kinds of gases. The structure of MMISO with one hidden
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TABLE II

DATA STATISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 3. Structures of (a) SMIMO- and (b) MMISO-based MLP concentration
estimation models.

layer individually has been shown in Fig. 3(b). For each
individual MLP (MLP1, MLP2, . . ., MLPq), m input neurons
and one output neuron are contained. The training data Pgas_1,
Pgas_2,. . ., Pgas_q and the corresponding target concentration
vectors Targetgas_1, Targetgas_2,..., Targetgas_q of MLP1,
MLP2,. . ., MLPq for quantification of gas_1, gas_2,. . ., gas_q ,
respectively, have been shown in

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pgas_1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

S(1)
1,1 S(1)

1,2 · · · S(1)
1,n1

S(1)
2,1 S(1)

2,2 · · · S(1)
2,n1

...
...

...
...

S(1)
m,1 S(1)

m,2 · · · S(1)
m,n1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

MLP1 learning⇒

Targetgas_1 =
[

t(1)
1,1 t(1)

1,2 · · · t(1)
1,n1

]

Pgas_2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

S(2)
1,1 S(2)

1,2 · · · S(2)
1,n2

S(2)
2,1 S(2)

2,2 · · · S(2)
2,n2

...
...

...
...

S(2)
m,1 S(2)

m,2 · · · S(2)
m,n2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

MLP2 learning⇒

Targetgas_2 =
[

t(2)
1,1 t(2)

1,2 · · · t(2)
1,n2

]

...
...

Pgas_q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

S(q)
1,1 S(q)

1,2 · · · S(q)
1,nq

S(q)
2,1 S(q)

2,2 · · · S(q)
2,nq

...
...

...
...

S(q)
m,1 S(q)

m,2 · · · S(q)
m,nq

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

MLPq learning⇒

Targetgas_q =
[

t(q)
1,1 t(q)

1,2 · · · t(q)
1,nq

]

(2)

where S(k)
i, j , i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , nk ; k = 1, . . . , q

in Pgas k represents an extracted steady state feature in each
sensor response of gas_k, each column in Pgas k , k =
1, . . ., q represents a feature vector of one observation sample,
andt(k)

i, j , i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , nk ; k = 1, . . . , q is the
corresponding target concentration of each column vector in
Pgas k

.
Note that the MLP1, MLP2,. . ., MLPq of each gas in

MMISO model are learned individually and independently.
The convergence performance (i.e., training goal, MSE) of
MLP by BP training is also related with the training data and
the target concentrations, while the target concentrations of
each gas are also not in the same order of magnitude (i.e., the
concentration ranges of CH2O, C6H6, C7H8, CO, NH3 and
NO2 are within 0–6, 0.1–1, 0–0.2, 5–49, 0–3, and 0–2 ppm).
Therefore, the MMISO model can be adjusted conveniently
in terms of the characteristic of chemicals, avoid the disad-
vantages of SMIMO model, and improve the performance of
convergence and prediction significantly.

C. Parameters Optimization

BP neural network learning algorithm in this paper is
the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm [35], which takes
the rule of mean square error minimum. LM is a fast
algorithm with strong convergence ability and can get higher
regression accuracy in learning of BP neural networks. LM
algorithm is in fact a combination of Newton method and
gradient descent. In addition, there is a special training func-
tion trainlm.m in MATLAB toolbox that we are using for
convenient LM learning of the BP neural network. LM has
been recognized as an effective learning algorithm in regres-
sion of this paper, but not that good in pattern recognition.
However, the adjustments of hyper-parameters (i.e., weights
and bias) are generally prone to premature convergence and
trap into local optimum. Therefore, eight population-based
intelligent optimization algorithms, i.e., genetic algorithm
(GA), SPSO, inertia weight approach PSO (IWA-PSO), adap-
tive PSO (APSO), attractive and repulsive PSO (ARPSO), PSO
based on diffusion and repulsion (DRPSO), PSO based on
bacterial chemotaxis (PSOBC), and PSO based on adaptive
genetic strategy (PSOAGS) have been studied generally for
hyper-parameters optimization in this paper. Note that the
computational intelligence optimizations can also not guaran-
tee the global optimum theoretically. However, it can effec-
tively improve the performance of convergence of BP neural
network in engineering applications, promote the progress
of E-nose accuracy in quantitative concentration estimation
greatly, and satisfy the actual necessity.

Assume a structure m–h–o of MLP with three layers (input
layer, one hidden layer, and output layer), then the weights
matrix connected between the input layer and the hidden layer
is W1 (h× p), the bias vector of the hidden layer is B1 (h×1),
the weights matrix connected between the hidden layer and the
output layer is W2 (o × h) and the bias vector of the output
layer is B2(o× 1). The elements in weights and bias are viewed
as genes in optimization, the weights and bias can be decoded
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as a vector which is an individual in the population as follows:

x1, x2, . . . , xm×h︸ ︷︷ ︸
W1

, xm×h+1, . . . , xm×h+h︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1

xm×h+h+1, . . . , xm×h+h+h×o︸ ︷︷ ︸
W2

, xm×h+h+h×o+1, . . . , xL︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2

(3)

where m, h, and o are the number of input neurons, hid-
den neurons, and output neurons, respectively. Therefore, the
length L of an individual is L = m× h + h + h × o + o.

The cost function in the form of mean relative prediction
error (MRPE, %) in optimization is illustrated as

CostFun

= max

⎧⎨
⎩

1

M1

M1∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣
Y tr

i − T tr
i

T tr
i

∣∣∣∣
1

M2

M2∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣∣
Y te

j − T te
j

T te
j

∣∣∣∣∣

⎫⎬
⎭ × 100

(4)

where M1 denotes the number of training samples, M2 denotes
the number of testing samples, Ytr and Ttr represent the esti-
mated and target concentrations of the training samples, and
Yte and Tte represent the estimated and target concentrations
for the testing samples. The smaller value of CostFun corre-
sponds to a lower MRPE and represents a better estimation
performance.

In addition, the mean square error of prediction
(MSEP, %) is also used for evaluation of the concentration
estimation model. The MSEP in percentage can be represented
as

MSEP = 1

M2

M2∑
i=1

(Y te
i − T te

i )2 × 100. (5)

This paper studies the concentration estimation of six kinds
of chemicals by portable E- noses. Therefore, in SMIMO
structure-based MLP model, the network structure of SMIMO
is set as 6–25–6 (six input neurons, 25 hidden neurons, and
six output neurons). Six neural networks with the structure
6–10–1 are contained in MMISO.

For each computational intelligence optimization, the size
M of population is set as 50 and the maximum generations
G is set as 30 in experiments for equal comparison. The
pseudocode implementation of the MMISO-based concentra-
tion estimation model with different computational intelligence
optimization methods has been shown in Fig. 4.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, 12 methods including three linear methods
(MLR, PLS, and PCR) and nine nonlinear methods (Single
BP, SGA-BP, SPSO-BP, IWAPSO-BP, APSO-BP, DRPSO-BP,
ARPSO-BP, PSOBC-BP, and PSOAGS-BP) often reported in
E-nose are studied on concentration estimation of chemicals
by an E-nose based on SMIMO and MMISO structures.

The MRPE of concentration estimation for indoor air conta-
minants based on SMIMO structure by using 12 methods have
been presented in Table III. From Table III, the average MRPE
of 139.7%, 195.4%, and 199.7% are obtained by using three
linear methods, respectively, which demonstrate that linear

Fig. 4. Pseudocode implementation of the MMISO MLP-based concentration
estimation model.

estimation methods are not qualified in our E-nose for indoor
air contaminants detection.

The average MRPE of 76.13% is obtained by using nonlin-
ear BP MLP neural network. Note that the results of single BP
is obtained by running BP 20 × and calculate the average value
of the 20 ×, because the result of BP is not stable for every
time. In addition, considering that single BP is easily trapped
into local minimum, APSO-BP and PSOAGS-BP through
the parameters optimization of neural network are the first
two methods which have lowest average MRPE of 49.35%
and 57.97%, respectively. The lowest MRPEs for prediction of
formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, carbon monoxide, ammonia,
and nitrogen dioxide are 77.74%, 33.83%, 56.18%, 15.14%,
46.73%, and 66.47%, respectively.

Table IV presents the MSEPs in percentage using 12
concentration estimation methods based on SMIMO structure.
Due to the difference of computation between MRPE and
MSEP, the MSEPs of formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, carbon
monoxide, ammonia and nitrogen dioxide are 85.86%, 4.97%,
0.30%, 16.87, 8.99%, and 13.93% with APSO-BP method,
and the average MSEP is 21.82% which has become much
lower than the MRPE. However, in the measurement subject,
MRPE is a preferred evaluation method, but not MSEP.

Though the estimation results of MRPE and MSEP illus-
trated in Tables III and IV have been largely improved by using
nonlinear methods with parameters optimization gradually, the
estimation performance of SMIMO-based model is still very
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TABLE III

MRPES OF INDOOR CONTAMINANTS BASED ON SMIMO STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS

TABLE IV

MSEPS FOR INDOOR CONTAMINANTS CONCENTRATION ESTIMATION BASED ON SMIMO STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS

weak for detection of multiple kinds of indoor contaminants
by an E-nose.

Therefore, the MMISO model is presented for improvement
of the E-nose detection. The estimation results MRPE of
E-nose have been presented in Table V. The first two meth-
ods with the lowest average MRPE of 23.13% and 23.54%
are obtained using PSOAGS-BP and PSOBC-BP based
on MMISO model. The lowest MRPEs for prediction of
formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, carbon monoxide, ammonia,
and nitrogen dioxide are 30.55%, 6.587%, 16.15%, 6.115%,
31.41%, and 47.95%, respectively. Through the results of
Table V, we can find that the estimation performance of
MMISO has been improved significantly than SMIMO-based
model.

Table VI presents the concentration estimation analy-
sis using the evaluation of MSEP in percentage based on
MMISO structure. The MSEP of PSOAGS-BP method for
formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, carbon monoxide, ammo-
nia, and nitrogen dioxide are 7.10%, 0.26%, 0.033%,
3.09%, 4.30%, and 5.58%, respectively. The lowest average
MSEPs are 3.33% and 3.45% obtained by PSOBC-BP and
PSOAGS-BP, which have significant improvement than
SMIMO-based structure. The results from Tables V and VI

demonstrate that the proposed MMISO-based structure is very
effective for concentration estimation of multiple kinds of
indoor air contaminants.

For directly perceived through the senses, we have presented
the performance comparisons of SMIMO and MMISO models
using 12 estimation methods in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)–(f) illustrates
the estimation MRPEs of formaldehyde, benzene, toluene, car-
bon monoxide, ammonia, and nitrogen dioxide, respectively,
using 12 methods. [Index of methods in the horizontal axis
of each subfigure: 1) MLR; 2) PLS; 3) PCR; 4) single BP;
5) SGA-BP; 6) SPSO-BP; 7) IWAPSO-BP; 8) APSO-BP;
9) DRPSO-BP; 10) ARPSO-BP; 11) PSOBC-BP; and
12) PSOAGS-BP]. It is clear that the MRPE of estimation for
each gas of MMISO is much lower than SMIMO structure-
based MLP model using nonlinear estimation methods. This
demonstrates that the MMISO is much better than SMIMO
structure in detection of multiple kinds of gases by portable
E-noses due to that cross errors have been occurred in SMIMO
during the learning process due to the correlation among
sensor signals.

It is worth noting that the though the MRPEs of estimation
seems to be still large in measurement by using the proposed
method, while the results of this paper are actual experimen-
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TABLE V

MRPES OF INDOOR CONTAMINANTS USING MMISO-BASED STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS

TABLE VI

MSEPS FOR INDOOR CONTAMINANTS CONCENTRATION ESTIMATION USING MMISO-BASED STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS

TABLE VII

TIME CONSUMPTION FOR RUNNING ALL ALGORITHMS EXPERIMENTS

tal test, the seemingly large error results from the E-nose
system and experimental data. Currently, the E-nose system
is developed based on a MOS gas sensor array which has
characteristic of low cost and broad spectrum but low accuracy.
The cross sensitivity of MOS gas sensors combined with
pattern recognition can make E-nose detect multiple kinds of
contaminants. Generally, the E-nose with one electrochemical
gas sensor developed in our lab has a high accuracy in
measurement of formaldehyde concentration. The MRPE is
around 20% for electrochemical sensor, but it can only be
used for formaldehyde test. The defect of E-nose based on
electrochemical sensor is the single gas detection and higher
cost. In addition, the experimental data is also an aspect

in the estimation performance. In this paper, we have used
all the data without any possible outlier or noise removal
for analysis, considering that the robustness (generality of
prediction) is also important in detection. A good accuracy in
computer cannot guarantee a successful prediction in actual
application due to the complex environmental conditions.
Instead, the existence of noise in the learning data set can
enhance the ability of noise-counteraction in an E-nose.
In addition, the disadvantage of easily trapped into local
minimum for BP neural network can be improved by the
intelligent optimizations which have been significant in E-nose
detection from the presented results, though the computational
intelligence optimizations can also not guarantee the seriously
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Fig. 5. Estimation performance comparisons of SMIMO and MMISO structure using 12 methods. Index of methods: (1) MLR, (2) PLS, (3) PCR, (4)
single BP, (5) SGA-BP, (6) SPSO-BP, (7) IWAPSO-BP, (8) APSO-BP, (9) DRPSO-BP, (10) ARPSO-BP, (11) PSOBC-BP, and (12) PSOAGS-BP. Prediction
of chemicals: (a) formaldehyde, (b) benzene, (c) toluene, (d) carbon monoxide, (e) ammonia, and (f) nitrogen dioxide.

global optimum theoretically. Therefore, we can say that the
estimation performance in this paper can be accepted with an
average MRPE of 23% and an average MSEP of 3%.

On the other hand, the time consumptions of SMIMO and
MMISO for running all the estimation algorithms for each
gas have been also shown in Table VII for comparing their
efficiency in application. Due to that SMIMO realize the
estimation of each gas at the same time and the SMIMO
model endures a larger burden for MLP training because of
larger data set which consists of all training data, the total
time for SMIMO is calculated as approximately 27 h. Due to
that the estimation of each gas is independent based on the
MMISO structure, 2.94, 0.54, 0.32, 3.22, 1.75, and 1.15 h are
consumed for parameters learning of formaldehyde, benzene,
toluene, carbon monoxide, ammonia, and nitrogen dioxide,
respectively. Totally, 9.9 h are consumed for all chemicals
based on MMISO. Therefore, it is clear that the efficiency
of MMISO is also much higher than SMIMO. The estimation
performance and efficiency fully prove that MMISO model
is a better selection for concentration estimation of multiple
kinds of gases in E-nose development.

Note that the running time shown in Table VII is only for
algorithm learning in computer, but not in E-nose system,
considering the higher cost of CPU and the real-time char-
acteristic in an E-nose. The learned results (i.e., the weights
of neural network) will be transferred to the E-nose system,
and perform the feed-forward computation of MLP instead.
The computation velocity is in the level of microsecond (µs),
and therefore, it can still promise the real-time characteristic
of E-nose detection.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a performance study of SMIMO and
MMISO-based MLP with parameters optimization for quanti-
fying the concentration of six kinds of indoor air contaminants
by a portable E-nose. There are three major findings in
experiments that concentration estimation of multiple kinds
of chemicals by an E-nose with nonselective chemical sensors
is a completely nonlinear problem when compared with those
three linear methods, computational intelligence optimizations
are very effective in improving the parameters learning of MLP
based on BP algorithm, and MMISO structure-based MLP has
better superiorities for quantifying multiple kinds of chemicals
than SMIMO in terms of the estimation accuracy and the time
consumption of algorithm convergence.
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